
JR XP9303H helicopter version transmitter 

 

I have a new in the box JR XP9303H helicopter version transmitter (FM) for sale. Asking price is $190.  I 

would like to offer it to club members before listing it elsewhere. 

 

This transmitter is a high end 9 channel unit with a 30 model memory and programming for 3 aircraft 

types (Airplane, Helicopter, Glider).  It features many really nice advanced features including slide 

switches on both sides for control surfaces such as flaps, spoilers, etc.  You will notice the solid feel from 

the weight of the casing and feel of the control sticks.  This transmitter accepts the Spektrum DSM2 

Aircraft Module making it compatible with the newer spread spectrum technology.  This is a transmitter 

that I purchased and never used.  I have two other 9303s that I am very happy with. This transmitter is in 

perfect condition.  Protective plastic film is still on the display. This is a helicopter version but has all of 

the programming for airplanes and sailplanes as well.  Positions of several switch locations are all that is 

different between this and the airplane/sailplane (A/S) version. Specifically, flap 3 position switch is 

labeled gear, flap trim switch is labeled hover pitch, aux trim switch is labeled hover throttle, gear switch 

on top left is flight mode (AUX 4), mix switch is throttle hold.  I haven't tried programming this radio but 

I haven't noticed any differences in the software between this and the A/S version.  Hope this 

information helps. 

 

The battery is the original. It accepts a charge but the capacity should be verified before operating an 

actual flying model. 

 

Included is: 

  -  XP9303 transmitter  

  -  Transmitter battery 

  -  Original Manual (Helicopter Version) 

  -  Additional Manual  

  -  Additional manual  

  -  Charger  

  -  Original box 

 

David E Mitchell 

Kitsap Arcs member #58 

360-286-5025 


